Restaurante 1692
Restaurants and bars — Restaurants

 Street
Rua de Caldas de Monchique, 8550-232 Mo
nchique
Monchique, Monchique (Faro)
Portugal

 Contact
Tel (+351) 282 910 910

 Created by
Técnico AP - NL 26/12/2021

 Last modification by
Tecnico AP - SD 13/10/2022

The accessibility of this tourism resource has been analyzed by experts

General Information
Restaurant 1692 is located in Villa Termal de Monchique, which was once a Casino. It is open daily for breakfast,
lunch and dinner offering traditional Portuguese cuisine. The adapted WC is located in the Hotel Central building,
accessible by elevator. (automatic translation)
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Customer service and other key
information
General information
The name of the tourism resource is easy to see and read: yes
There is free access to the Internet in communal areas. A password might be required: yes
You can enter with an assistance dog: yes
Customer service staff have undertaken courses on the needs of people with disabilities: no
A member of the customer service staff knows sign language: no
Customer service staff have information about nearby accessible tourist services: no
There are warning signals in case of danger or in an emergency: yes
Warning and emergency signals: audible alarms
This establishment has a wireless card payment device with technical aids to recognise the buttons by
touch: yes
There is a Web page about this tourism resource: no
There are children chairs and cushions in the dining room to increase the seating height for children or
people of short stature: yes
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Cognitive accessibility
In the menu, each dish and its price can clearly be seen.
Dishes can be prepared from celiacs (intolerances to bread and cereals) or vegetarians (non-meat
eaters). In this case, you should call and advise beforehand.
The card payment terminal provides assistance to blind people.
It is easy to find the way to the bathroom facilities for men and women. At the entrance there are signs to
distinguish them.
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Main accessibility
Private parking space
Notes: não existem lugares de estacionamento reservados a PMR (públicos ou privados) nas imediações.

Surroundings

General information
Type of access road: pedestrian
Incline of the access road: flat
Width of the pedestrian route: 250 cm

Characteristics of the flooring
The flooring is uniform: no
The flooring is non-slip: no
The flooring is in good shape: yes
Notes: pavimento em cubos de granito.

Establishment access

General information
The entrance reviewed is: the main one
The entrance is flat: no
It is accessed: via a single step

Single step
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Height of the step: 6 cm
The edges of the single step are clearly marked: they are not clearly marked nor do they have non-slip
strips

Entrance door
The space is in front of the door is: horizontal
The space behind the door is: horizontal
Turning space diameter in front of the door: 150 cm
Turning space diameter behind the door: 150 cm
Type of door: swing door
Number of leaves: two leaves
Type of opening: outward, always open
Doorway width, per single-leaf door: 45 cm
Doorway width for all door leaves: 90 cm
Door material: partially glazes
The glass door: there are sharply colour-contrasting strips
The door is fitted with a return spring: no
There are one or more floor mats: yes

Adapted toilet in common area
Notes: o restaurante não tem instalações sanitárias adaptadas comuns. No entanto, sendo propriedade do
Hotel Central, existe a possibilidade de recorrer às instalações sanitárias adaptadas. Analisamos aqui o
percurso e as suas caraterísticas. Saindo do restauran

Connecting door

The space before the door is: horizontal
The space behind the door is: horizontal
Turning space diameter in front of the door: 150 cm
Turning space diameter behind the door: 150 cm
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Type of door: swing door
Number of single-leaf doors: one
Type of opening: inward
Doorway width, per single-leaf door: 80 cm
Door material: partiallyy glazed
The door is a different colour to the wall: yes
Type of door handle: horizontal door handle
Average height of the handle: 105 cm
The door handle requires a twist of the wrist: no
The door handle is a different colour to that of the door: no
Type of lock: with a key
The door can be unlocked from the outside: yes

General information
Total number of adapted cubicles at the establishment: 1
Floors on which they are located: 1
Floor on which the toilet cubicle reviewed is located: 1
Type of adapted cubicle reviewed: stand-alone cubicle for both sexes

Stand-alone cubicle

Signs
Adapted toilets are shown by the International Symbol of Access (ISA): yes
Characteristics
Interior access
It is accessed: via a lift
Lift
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General information
Indicate the floors it connects: -1 e 0
Indicate which rooms can be accessed from this lift: instalações sanitárias adaptadas
The lift is located on an accessible floor with an accessible route: yes
The lift is panoramic: no
Approach area of the lift
Turning space clearance in front of the lift car: 150 cm
On the floor in front of the lift, there is a warning strip in a different colour and texture: no
Height of the call buttons: 110 cm
The buttons are a different colour: yes
The buttons have alto relief text: no
The buttons have text in Braille: no
Lift door
Type of door: sliding door
Type of opening: automatic
Door opening width: 90 cm
Door material: opaque
The door is a different colour to the wall: yes
Lift car
Usable width of the lift car: 110 cm
Useful depth of the lift car: 140 cm
The lift car floor is level with the floor of the landing: yes
The buttons are a different colour: yes
The buttons have alto relief text: no
The buttons have text in Braille: no
There are handrails: yes
Height of the handrail: 85 cm
In the lift car there is a mirror opposite the lift door: yes
Usability and safety
Visual cues to indicate the floor stops on and the direction of the lift: both inside and outside the
lift
There is an alarm system in case of an emergency: yes
There is an intercom system in case of an emergency: yes
There is a keyboard-operated communication system in case of an emergency: yes
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The alarm system is fitted with a light to indicate that the alarm signal has been received: yes
Bathroom cubicle door
The space before the door is: horizontal
The space behind the door is: horizontal
Turning circle diameter before the door: 120 cm
Turning circle diameter behind the door: 150 cm
Type of door: swing door
Type of opening: outward
Doorway width, per single-leaf door: 90 cm
The door is a different colour to the wall: no
Door material: opaque
The door handle requires a twist of the wrist: no
The door handle is a different colour to that of the door: yes
The lock mechanism requires a twist of the wrist: no
The door can be unlocked from the outside: yes
Door lock fitted with a sign showing available or busy: no
The door is fitted with a return spring: no
Interior room
Turning circle diameter: 150 cm
The flooring is uniform: yes
The flooring is non-slip: yes
The flooring is in good shape: yes
The floor is carpeted: no
There are overhanging elements at a height of under 2.20 m that do not continue down to the ground: no
The lighting is uniform: yes
The lighting is adequate: yes
Bathroom
There is some kind of alarm system in place for calling for assistance that can be activated from inside
the bathroom: no
Type of lighting: switch
Maximum height of the light switch, towel and clothes racks: 106 cm
Mechanisms require a twist of the wrist to operate them: no
Mechanisms are in a contrasting colour to their background: no
The floors and walls are different colours: yes
Sanitary equipment and walls are a different colour: no
There is a bath: no
There is a shower tray: no
Sink
Height in relation to the floor of the upper edge of the sink: 83 cm
Clearance height beneath the sink: 74 cm
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Clearance depth beneath the sink: 0 cm
The sink has elements that obstruct a frontal approach: yes
Type of tap: which requires a twist of the wrist
Height of the lower edge of the mirror: 99 cm
The mirror slopes towards the sink: no
There are fixings at a height of between 70 cm and 1.2 m: yes
The sink analysed is inside the adapted cubicle: yes
There is at least one adapted sink outisde the adapted cubicle: no
There is a height-adjustable sink: no
Toilet in communal areas
Right-hand side transfer space (width): 0 cm
Left-hand side transfer space (width): 84 cm
Frontal transfer space (depth): 120 cm
Transfer to the toilet is carried out: from the front and side
Lateral transfer spaces with a width >= 80 cm: 1
Height of the toilet seat: 40 cm
Height of the flush mechanism: 796 cm
Type of flush mechanism: push button on cistern
Fitted with grab bars: yes
Toilet grab bars
Grab bars: on both sides
Type of grab bar on the right hand side: folding, horizontal
Type of grab bar on the left hand side: folding, horizontal
There is a fixed grab bar on the transfer side: no
There is only a folding grab bar on the transfer side: yes
Maximum height of right-hand side grab bar: 76 cm
Minimum height of the right-hand side grab bar: 58 cm
Maximum height of the left-hand side grab bar: 76 cm
Minimum height of the left-hand side grab bar: 58 cm
Distance between grab bars: 60 cm

Food and beverage

General information
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Specifiy the type of bar or restaurant reviewed: restaurant
Specify the type of cuisine: tradicional e mediterrânica
Gluten-free menu available: upon request
Vegetarian menu available: upon request
Dishes available for people with diabetes: upon request
Information provided to people with allergies: yes

Interior access
It is accessed: flat

Connecting door
Type of door: doorway

Interior room
Turning circle diameter: 150 cm
The flooring is uniform: yes
The flooring is non-slip: yes
The flooring is in good shape: yes
The floor is carpeted: yes, throughout the room
There are overhanging elements at a height of under 2.20 m that do not continue down to the ground: no
The lighting is uniform: yes
The lighting is adequate: yes

Furniture
Type of furniture: tables, chairs

Table

Height of the table: 72 cm
Clearance height beneath the table: 70 cm
Clearance width beneath the table: 65 cm
Clearance depth beneath the table: 35 cm
There are round tables: no

Chair
Height of the seat: 46 cm
Depth of the seat: 40 cm
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There is a backrest: yes
There are armrests: yes
There is a space to accommodate a wheelchair: no

Menu
Menu available in Braille: no
The menu has photos of the dishes: no
The menu uses an easy-to-read font such as Arial: yes
The menu uses a large font size: yes
The menu texts are a different colour to their background: yes
Table service available: yes

Signage
The tourism resource has signsposts indicating the way and information panels: yes

Signage analysis
Accordingly to their location, people can aproach the signs to read and touch: no
The signs are easy to be identified visually: yes
All the signs have the same design: yes
The support material for the signs has a matt finish: yes
The support material used for the signs has a solid background: yes
The texts are a different colour to the background: yes
The sign is a different colour to the wall: yes
The font used is clear and easy to read (such as Arial): yes
Accredited pictograms have been used: yes
The signs are complemented by information in Braille: no
The signs are complemented by information in alto relief: no
There is a haptic plan of the establishment: no
The horizontal routes are identified by guidelines: no
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